The scope of a metadata record has a considerable effect on a user’s ability to find relevant resources. Information retrieval experiments performed by Cyril Cleverdon and later confirmed by Alan Seal determined that short entry catalogs were generally easier for users in determining a resource’s relevance than long entry catalogs. Applying these findings to metadata for datasets presents questions of scope and granularity.

Enhancing discoverability is a major task affecting the sharing and reuse of data collections. Particularly important is whether or not a dataset, as described by its metadata record, is deemed relevant by the information seeker. As datasets are not self-describing, this places critical importance on the metadata record for aiding discoverability. Our IR results led us to observe that the “Description” element is particularly important in determining relevance. Effective use of this element required an accurate summary of the nature of the data, potential issues involved with its collection, and the dataset’s coverage. Effective descriptions also included:

- Organizations and projects being fully named before being referred to by acronyms
- Specific, measured information on timeframes, locales, and methods
- Avoidance of institutional or discipline specific jargon

Conclusions

The finding that shorter catalog records are easier for determining relevance is complemented by our experiment’s results in that precision metrics differed little between tests using long and short records. The impact for metadata creators in assessing the level of granularity needed to describe a particular dataset may be guided by the knowledge that a longer record is not necessarily going to enhance discoverability or aid in relevance judgements. Highly detailed provenance data may be more appropriately included in an attached readme file.

There were several issues at play during our analysis, the most pressing of which were issues of quality control and standardization. There was a wide variance in the depth of the values for a given metadata record, especially for dc_description. Further research would look at the length of values in this field and its effects on information retrieval metrics. Future analyses would also repeat this pilot investigation with a substantially larger corpus.

More at: metadatascope.wordpress.com
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